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propose a new range finding method which enahles
us to ohtain shape o f a specular ~urfrlcedirectly.

ABSTRACT

Various techniques for measuring 3-D shape of
an ob"ject which use optical information haw been
developed. R u t the ohject IS assumed to have
diffuse surfaces in most studies In this paper, we
describe a technique for reconstructing 3-Dshape of
ohjects which have specular surfaces based on
~cornctricrelations between positions of point light

sources and directions of the light reflection from
surfaces. In addition, we present a measure For
evaluating the error of reconstruction. Also we
propnse a new range finding method which enables
us to obtain shape OF a specular surface directly.
We have developed a 3-D measuring system, and
dcmonstrate thnt the shape rlf relatively Large-sized
speculnr s ~ i r ~ a c ccan
s he reconstl-ucted a1th satis
fi~ctoryaccuracy.

-

INTRODUCTION
V~rious nonconhct range finding techniques
have been developed. Multiple views, a slit ray
projectiun or rno~rcrringe analysis are well known.
and somc systems for menaul-ing 3-D shape have
heen put ~ n t opractical use. On condition that
incident l i ~ h tis scat,tercd by surfaces, range data
can he ohtnined by triangulation techniques using a
structured lifiht and an image scnsor. Rut for
objects which have specular surfaces. glass or
mirror finishing steel For cxample. such t~iangulutian techniques can hardly he applied The reason
is that hecalise a narrow heam of light projected to
the surfaces is reflected such that the angle of
reflection equals the angle of ~ncidence,the reflected
light does not always reach the sensor. If we ~ntend
to detect thc reflected light at all times, w e should
adjust the position and onentation of the sensor, the
light source a r the surfaces, and then we are obliged
to huild a complicated measuring system.
Some studies of determining shapes of specular
objects hove been done [11-[41. However, since an
ohject is assumed to be a body of revolution or a
polyhedron, the shape is not so arbitrary in some
cases. 12'hile developed techniques are useful to
recognize shape o f an obiert, the accuracy of
reconstruction is not discussed in other cases. In
this papcr, we describe a dcvcloped 3-D measuring
systcrn, and demonstrate that the .shape of 3.7"
CRT pnncl is reconstructed with satisfacto~y
accuracy ~ ~ a i nthe
g developed kchnique. i d s o we

SHAPE RECONSTRUCTION
Our secenstruction procedure is divided roughly
into two processes. The one is optical examination
which consists of two steps. The first step is to
determine from what direction light reaches each
pixel of an image which is obtained by a fixed 7%'
camera. Light emitted from a point light source is
reflected by a flat min-or opposite to thc source, as
shown in Fig. 1. Now we consider one of the pixels
and move the source in parallel with the mirror so
t h a t the Iight reaches the pixel. Since the position
of a virtual image of the s o m e can he found easily
and a lens center is given, we can determine the
direction through the pixel and the lens center. i r e
will call it the view in^ direction from now. The
second step is to determine at what position the
source is located when the l i ~ h trcaches the pixel
after it is reflected hy a specular surface, AS shown
in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Optical examin a t' en.

The other process is shape reconstruction. Fig.
2 shows geometric relation between the viewing
direction nl' a certain pixel and its related position af
the source. As seen in the fiwrc, inliniie number n f
surfaces can meet the condition of reflection. Now
we define an orthogonal coordinate system o-uv in a
plane which is defined by the lens center, the
viewing direction and the position of the source.

Normal rector o f the surface lies in the plane Let v
= au denote an cquation of a line along the viewing
direction, and S(us, 0) the position OF the source.
Then the tangent t of a section of the curved
surface a t a pomt P(u,v) where the light is reflected
is expressed in an equation,
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It shows that t. is a function of u. If one point on a
local tangential plane is given, the position and
orientation of'the plane is determined.
FIR. 3 shows the procedure of reconstruction.
Initially the viewing direction V l , the position of the
source S1 and a constrained point Ql,which is
called the initial constrained point from now, are
given. We will describe how to get Q1 later. A t first
t h e t ~ n g e n tof t h e local small plane 11 is calculated
so ns to meet the geometric relation of specular
reflection. Next the position and the orientntion of
n2 is determined similarly. On this occasion. Q2 is
defined by iterative calculation so that distance
from
to IJ1 equals t h a t From Q2 to P2. In such
manner the point Pi where the light from S i is
reflected is determined one after another. As a
result, w e obtain the same number of points as that
of pairs of the viewing direction and the related
position of the source. The susface of the object is
reconstructed with the set of these points.
Though the point has tliree dimensional coordinates. it can he considered in the two dimensional
plane denoted o-uv. After the coordinates are
defined locally, they are transformed tu a world
coordinates. Because the next local plane ni+l is
determined only by the pair of Vi+l and Si+l, the
result of calculation depends on a sequence in which
the pair is selected, provided that the object is a flat
surface or a spl~ere, the curvature of which is
cunstnnt. R u t the maximum displacement of the
reconstructed points due to the diperence of
sequence is not p-eater than fjLtrn in r e ~ a r dto the
experimental result detailed later Judging from the
requitad accuracy, the value is negligible. However,
the way of cnleulation can he improved.
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Fig 3 Procedure of sulface reconstruction.

RANGE FINDING
As stated above, the initial constrained point ia
indispensable to reconstruct the shape. We can get
3-D coordinates of a point on the surface with a 3-D
measuring machine. If the point is allowed to be
marked, its 2-D position in the i m a ~ e iis easily
determined, and the calculation can he startcd.
But it is not practical method.
Now we propose a new rnnge finding method
using two cameras. First of a\l the optical examination with each camera is done. Fig. 4 shows the
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Fig. 2 Geometric relation between the viewing
direction and the related position of the source.

Fig 4 Principle of the ranEe finding mcthorl.

principle of the method. Initially the viewing
directions V1 , Vz , the related positions of the Iight
source S1, S2 and depth z is given anyway Then
normnl vectors N,,N z of tangential plane of a
surface are determined on the ~ e o m e t r i crelation of
reflection. Let PI and Pp dcnetc an original point of
thc vcctors. If the truedepth of z is given, the two
conditions, namely N1 is almost parallel to N2 and
the distnnce PI to P2 is very short, should be
satisfied. So a t first the depth z is increased or
decreased gradually according to change of the
~ n g l ebetween N l and N2, until N l is parallel to N2.
After t h a t however, PI does not coincide with P2,
because two lines a ~ o n Vi 1 and V2 do not interseit
at the surface of the object. So one of the viewing
direction is modified successively as shewn in Fig.
4(b) New viewing direction Vf'is taken toward the
middlc point of a line secrment Pl PZ denoted P I ' and
the reluted position o f the light source is shifted to
S
In this manncr z and Y I is changed
alternatively until the two conditions are satisfied
simultaneously. Cansequently the true depth is
obhined,

LIGHTING AND DETECTION
Fig. 5 shnws configuration of the optical
measuring system. A coordinate system denoted oxyz is d~fined in the measuring space.
Laser
scanner mechanicaIly draws a bright line o n a
screen parallel to the x-axis. The system has other
scanner which draws a line parallel to thr! y-axis.
We regard a intersection of two bright lines
perpendicr~larto each other as a point lighl source
expressed in the previous section.
As stated before, the foundation of our
technique of rcconstruction is to determine at what
position the light source is located when light from
the source reaches a certain pixel. So it is very
important to detect its time with high accuracy.
When a bright line parallel to the y-axts sweeps in
the direction of the x-axis, the time call be

determined from the brightness curve of the pixel,
assuming that the brightness reaches its penk
when an image of the line passes a t the center o f
the pixel 151. The x coordinate of the bright line can
be calculated from a n output va?alue of a rotary
encoder with which the axis of galvanometer mirror
is equipped. Ry sweeping a line parallel to the xaxis, t h e y coordinattt is ohtnined similarlp.

EVALUATING THE ACCURACY
[n order to evaluate the accuracy of reconstruction, we get 3-D coordinate of points on the
surface with a 3-D measuring machine, and
generate spline curve surface. Regarding it as a
master shape, wt! compare the shape obtained by
our tcchniqne with it. Since the two shapes are
defined with different coordinate system, we should
un~fq'the systems before comparison. If points Pi
and its identical points Qi I = 1,n) are Riven in
these two coordnate systems respectively, transformation matrices can he found hy using a method
of least squares [61.
Recsuse the information input for reconstructing shape are expressed in the coordinates of
o-xyz, it ought to he considered that the coordinates
of the reconstructed points represent the seal
position o f t h e surface. R t ~ in
t practice the whole of
the reconstl-ucted points is rotated by a very little
angle owing to the error of the measured data or
devlce calibration. Tl~ereforebefore two shapes are
compared, the reconstructed one is rotated,
assuming that the axis of rotation passes through
the initid constrained point and is parallel to xy
plane. Let u) and ( I, rn. 0 1 denote the angle and the
axis of rotation, and bz; the distance from the i-th
reconstructed point to the master surface as shown
in Fig. 6. The angle r l ) and the components of the
vector 4 I, rn, 0 1 are determined such t l i ~ tsum of
squares of the distance is minimized after rotation,
At first bzi is evaluated. When the angle of rotation
is suficiently small, the distance 82; which is
evaluated after rotation is expressed by,

Let E =

r hz; 2, and solving awal = 0 and rll?J%~~
= 0,
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Fig. 5 System configurat.ion.
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Fig 6 Rotating the surracc.

then we obtain,

where,

Fig.8 Distribution d surface deformation evnluated afier rotation.
As a result we can rotate the points and compare
the t w o shapes properly.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Fn this section we show experimental results.
The object is a 33'TRT panel. The image is 256 x
256 pixels. A measured area for reconstruction is
limited to middle p ~ r tOF the panel. The area is
about 300 x 300 mm, and radius of curvature is
about 2,000 nrn and 1,000 mm in horizontal and
vertical section respectively. The coordinates of
the initial constrained point is measured with the 3D meosuring: machine and is transformed to those
of a-xyz. Fig. 7 shows a wire frame of the object. It
is generated by connecting every 5 reconstructed
point, the s-coordinate of which i s magnified by 5
times.
Fig 8 shows the distribution of deformation of
the shape from the master one with gray scale.
The difference between the maximum and minimum deformation is 178pm, which is 79BPrn
evaluated before rotation. The angle of rotation is
1.6 x 10 -3 rad. The result proves that the shape of
the object is reconstructed with high accuracy.
The result oF the mnRe finding is that the
differcnce between the two measured values,
obtained by a contact method and by our range
finding method is 0.49 mm, Theoretically the whole
shape of a specular surface is known by applying
our method to the whole slidace, if the accuracy is

improved.

CONCLUSION
We developed a technique for reconstructing a
shspe of specutar surfaces, and we demonstrated
that the shape of 33" CRT panel i s reconstructed
with high accuracy. Moreover we proposed a new
range finding method for getting the depth of
specular surfaces using multiple carnems. Since
almost all studies have been interested in diffuse
surftlces, our technique is valuable.
We obtained good results for the present.
However there are several subjects Tor future
study. It is necessary
1, t n investigate the cause for rotation of the whole
reconstructed shape,
2, t o improve the sequence of calculation for
reconstruction.
3, to settle problems about reflection from the
reverse side of glasses.
4. to apply the technique to a larger object.
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Fig 7 A wire frame of the object.

